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Introduction

The following Introduction pertains to the Learning Guide as a whole.

Cisco Networking Academy is a comprehensive e-learning program that delivers information technology skills to students around the world. The CCNA Discovery curriculum consists of four courses that provide a comprehensive overview of networking, from fundamentals to advanced applications and services. The goal of the Designing and Supporting Computer Networks course is to assist you in developing the skills necessary to design small enterprise LANs and WANs. The course provides an introduction to collecting customer requirements, translating those requirements into equipment and protocol needs, and creating a network topology that addresses the needs of the customer. It will also familiarize you with how to create and implement a design proposal for a customer. This course prepares you with the skills required for entry-level presales support and entry-level network design jobs.

Designing and Supporting Computer Networks, CCNA Discovery Learning Guide is the official supplemental textbook for the fourth course in v4.x of the Cisco Networking Academy CCNA Discovery online curriculum. As a textbook, this book provides a ready reference to explain the same networking concepts, technologies, protocols, and devices as the online curriculum. In addition, it contains all the interactive activities, Packet Tracer activities, and hands-on labs from the online curriculum.

This book emphasizes key topics, terms, and activities and provides many alternative explanations and examples as compared with the course. You can use the online curriculum as directed by your instructor and then also use this Learning Guide’s study tools to help solidify your understanding of all the topics. In addition, the book includes the following:

- Additional key Glossary terms
- Additional Check Your Understanding and Challenge questions
- Interactive activities and Packet Tracer activities (and all supplemental documents associated with them) on the CD-ROM

Goal of This Book

First and foremost, by providing a fresh, complementary perspective of the online content, this book helps you learn all the required materials of the fourth course in the Networking Academy CCNA Discovery curriculum. As a secondary goal, individuals who do not always have Internet access can use this text as a mobile replacement for the online curriculum. In those cases, you can read the appropriate sections of this book, as directed by your instructor, and learn the topics that appear in the online curriculum.

Audience for This Book

This book’s main audience is anyone taking the fourth CCNA Discovery course of the Networking Academy curriculum. Many Networking Academies use this textbook as a required tool in the course, and other Networking Academies recommend the Learning Guides as an additional source of study and practice material.
Book Features
The educational features of this book focus on supporting topic coverage, readability, and practice of the course material to facilitate your full understanding of the course material.

Topic Coverage
The following features give you a thorough overview of the topics covered in each chapter so that you can make constructive use of your study time:

- **Objectives**: Listed at the beginning of each chapter, the objectives reference the core concepts covered in the chapter. The objectives match the objectives stated in the corresponding chapters of the online curriculum; however, the question format in the Learning Guide encourages you to think about finding the answers as you read the chapter.

- **“How-to” feature**: When this book covers a set of steps that you need to perform for certain tasks, the text lists the steps as a how-to list. When you are studying, the icon helps you easily refer to this feature as you skim through the book.

- **Notes, tips, cautions, and warnings**: These are short sidebars that point out interesting facts, timesaving methods, and important safety issues.

- **Chapter summaries**: At the end of each chapter is a summary of the chapter’s key concepts. It provides a synopsis of the chapter and serves as a study aid.

Readability
The authors have compiled, edited, and in some cases rewritten the material so that it has a more conversational tone that follows a consistent and accessible reading level. In addition, the following features have been updated to assist your understanding of the networking vocabulary:

- **Key terms**: Each chapter begins with a list of key terms, along with a page-number reference from inside the chapter. The terms are listed in the order in which they are explained in the chapter. This handy reference allows you to find a term, flip to the page where the term appears, and see the term used in context. The Glossary defines all the key terms.

- **Glossary**: This book contains an all-new Glossary with more than 230 computer and networking terms.

Practice
Practice makes perfect. This new Learning Guide offers you ample opportunities to put what you learn into practice. You will find the following features valuable and effective in reinforcing the instruction that you receive:

- **Check Your Understanding questions and answer key**: Updated review questions are presented at the end of each chapter as a self-assessment tool. These questions match the style of questions that you see in the online course. Appendix A, “Check Your Understanding and Challenge Questions Answer Key,” provides an answer key to all the questions and includes an explanation of each answer.

- **(New) Challenge questions and activities**: Additional, and more challenging, review questions and activities are presented at the end of chapters. These questions are purposefully designed to be similar to the more complex styles of questions you might see on the CCNA exam. This section might also include activities to help prepare you for the exams. Appendix A provides the answers.
Packet Tracer activities: Interspersed throughout the chapters, you’ll find many activities to work with the Cisco Packet Tracer tool. Packet Tracer enables you to create networks, visualize how packets flow in the network, and use basic testing tools to determine whether the network would work. When you see this icon, you can use Packet Tracer with the listed file to perform a task suggested in this book. The activity files, and any files associated with the Packet Tracer activities, are available on this book’s CD-ROM; Packet Tracer software, however, is available through the Academy Connection website. Ask your instructor for access to Packet Tracer.

Interactive activities: These activities provide an interactive learning experience to reinforce the material presented in the chapter.

Labs: This book contains all the hands-on labs from the curriculum. Part I includes references to the hands-on labs, as denoted by the lab icon, and Part II contains each lab in full. You may perform each lab as you see each lab referenced in the chapter or wait until you have completed the chapter.

A Word About Packet Tracer Software and Activities

Packet Tracer is a self-paced, visual, interactive teaching and learning tool developed by Cisco. Lab activities are an important part of networking education. However, lab equipment can be a scarce resource. Packet Tracer provides a visual simulation of equipment and network processes to offset the challenge of limited equipment. Students can spend as much time as they like completing standard lab exercises through Packet Tracer, and have the option to work from home. Although Packet Tracer is not a substitute for real equipment, it allows students to practice using a command-line interface. This “e-doing” capability is a fundamental component of learning how to configure routers and switches from the command line.

Packet Tracer 4.1 is available only to Cisco Networking Academies through the Academy Connection website. Ask your instructor for access to Packet Tracer.

How This Book Is Organized

This book covers the major topics in the same sequence as the online curriculum for the CCNA Discovery Designing and Supporting Computer Networks course. The online curriculum has ten chapters for this course, so this book has ten chapters with the same names and numbers as the online course chapters.

To make it easier to use this book as a companion to the course, the major topic headings in each chapter match, with just a few exceptions, the major sections of the online course chapters. However, the Learning Guide presents many topics in slightly different order inside each major heading where necessary. In addition, the book occasionally uses different examples than the course. As a result, students get more detailed explanations, a second set of examples, and different sequences of individual topics, all to aid the learning process. This new design, based on research into the needs of the Networking Academies, helps typical students lock in their understanding of all the course topics.
Chapters and Topics

Part I of this book has ten chapters, as follows:

- **Chapter 1, “Introducing Network Design Concepts,”** discusses how network designers ensure communications networks can adjust and scale to the demands for new services. Topics include a network design overview, the benefits of a hierarchical network design, and network design methodologies.

- **Chapter 2, “Gathering Network Requirements,”** introduces the StadiumCompany and FilmCompany case studies. The StadiumCompany design project is used in the main text, media, and Packet Tracer activities. The FilmCompany design project is completed in the hands-on labs. Students are introduced to the six phases of the Cisco lifecycle, the proper way to respond to a Request For Proposal or Request For Quote, and the roles of a network partner team. How constraints and trade-offs affect the network design is also covered.

- **Chapter 3, “Characterizing the Existing Network,”** emphasizes how characterizing the network to identify strengths and weaknesses assists in the network design process and how to select the appropriate hardware and software to meet client needs. How to conduct a wireless site survey and the creation of a network Design Requirements document are used to solidify the students’ understanding of the material in this chapter.

- **Chapter 4, “Identifying Application Impacts on Network Design,”** describes how the network designer determines the success criteria for a project. Students learn how the characteristics of various applications affect the design of a network. Students also learn how the network requirements of various common applications, such as voice and video, impact the network. Students are also introduced to quality of service mechanisms and how to diagram the application traffic flows to determine bandwidth requirements of a network design.

- **Chapter 5, “Creating the Network Design,”** introduces how to properly analyze the business goals and technical requirements to create an efficient network design. Students learn how to design the application, distribution, and core layer for a campus design; how to design for the WAN connectivity module with remote worker support; and how to design a wireless topology while incorporating security features.

- **Chapter 6, “Using IP Addressing in the Network Design,”** describes how a network designer selects the appropriate hierarchical IP addressing scheme to meet the physical and logical network requirements. Students also learn to choose a routing protocol and design a route summarization strategy. Additional topics include how to create a logical naming structure for network devices, what IPv6 is, methods to implement IPv6 on a network, and how to implement IPv6 on a Cisco device.

- **Chapter 7, “Prototyping the Campus Network,”** has the student identify the purpose of creating proof-of-concept test. Students also learn how to create a test plan to perform simulated or prototype tests of a network upgrade, and how to identify risks and weaknesses in the design based on the proof-of-concept test conclusions.

- **Chapter 8, “Prototyping the WAN,”** discusses the components and technologies used for WAN connectivity. The components and configuration of Frame Relay connections are covered with regard to configuring a VPN client. Students are also introduced to a proof-of-concept test used to check WAN and remote worker connectivity.
Chapter 9, “Preparing the Proposal,” is a summary activity in which students use what they have learned about designing a network to create a bill of materials, plan an implementation schedule, support contracts, and present a network upgrade proposal as a culminating activity.

Chapter 10, “Putting It All Together,” guides students through the resources available to help their career search, including books, websites, classes, and consultants. Students write résumés, find job openings, and practice interviewing as they prepare to enter the workforce.

This book also includes the following:

- **Appendix A, “Check Your Understanding and Challenge Questions Answer Key,”** provides the answers to the Check Your Understanding questions that you find at the end of each chapter. It also includes answers for the Challenge questions and activities that conclude most chapters.

- **Appendix B, “StadiumCompany Story,”** provides the case study of the fictional StadiumCompany, which needs to upgrade its existing computer network to provide state-of-the-art services. You encounter the StadiumCompany design project in the main text of the chapters and in the interactive activities and Packet Tracer activities.

- **Appendix C, “FilmCompany Story,”** provides the case study of the fictional FilmCompany, which is performing contracted services for the StadiumCompany. The FilmCompany needs network upgrades similar to the StadiumCompany, and you encounter the FilmCompany design project primarily in the hands-on labs found in Part II.

- The **Glossary** provides a compiled list of all the key terms that appear throughout this book plus additional computer and networking terms.

Part II of this book includes the labs that correspond to each chapter. In addition, Part II provides the two case studies and an additional appendix, **Appendix C, “Lab Equipment Interfaces and Initial Configuration Restoration,”** which provides a reference for router interface designations and instructions for restoring routers and switches to their default configurations.

**About the CD-ROM**

The CD-ROM included with this book provides many useful tools and information to support your education:

- **Packet Tracer activity files:** These are files to work through the Packet Tracer activities referenced throughout the book, as indicated by the Packet Tracer activity icon. Some Packet Tracer activities also have PDF files associated with them, particularly for the activities in Chapters 7 and 8. These PDF files are also included on the CD-ROM.

- **Interactive activities:** The CD-ROM contains the interactive activities referenced throughout the book.

**Network design portfolio documents:** To help you create a network design portfolio as you work through the labs in Part II of this book, the CD provides the following files:

- Example Test Plan (in Microsoft Word format)
- Prototype Network Installation Checklist (in PDF format)
- LAN Design Test Plan (in PDF and Microsoft Word format)
- Server Farm Design Test Plan (in PDF and Microsoft Word format)
- WAN Design Test Plan (in PDF and Microsoft Word format)
- VPN Design Test Plan (in PDF and Microsoft Word format)
Taking Notes: This section includes a TXT file of the chapter objectives to serve as a general outline of the key topics of which you need to take note. The practice of taking clear, consistent notes is an important skill for not only learning and studying the material, but for on-the-job success, too. Also included in this section is “A Guide to Using a Networker’s Journal” PDF booklet providing important insight into the value of the practice of using a journal, how to organize a professional journal, and some best practices on what, and what not, to take note of in your journal.

IT Career Information: This section includes a Student Guide to applying the toolkit approach to your career development. Learn more about entering the world of information technology as a career by reading two informational chapters excerpted from The IT Career Builder’s Toolkit: “The Job Search” and “The Interview.”

Lifelong Learning in Networking: As you embark on a technology career, you will notice that it is ever changing and evolving. This career path provides new and exciting opportunities to learn new technologies and their applications. Cisco Press is one of the key resources to plug into on your quest for knowledge. This section of the CD-ROM provides an orientation to the information available to you and tips on how to tap into these resources for lifelong learning.
CHAPTER 2

Gathering Network Requirements

Objectives

Upon completion of this chapter, you should be able to answer the following questions:

■ What occurs during the six phases of the PPDIOO model?
■ What is the proper way to respond to a Request for Proposal or Request for Quote?
■ What are the roles of a network partner team?
■ How are business goals prioritized to determine technical requirements for a network upgrade project?
■ How do constraints affect the design of a network?

Key Terms

This chapter uses the following key terms. You can find the definitions in the Glossary.

*business case* page 50
*availability* page 51
*reliability* page 51
*security* page 51
*scalability* page 51
*manageability* page 51
*PPDIOO* page 51

*Request For Proposal (RFP)* page 53
*Request For Quote (RFQ)* page 53
*system-level acceptance testing* page 55
*network baseline* page 56
*Network Management System (NMS)* page 70
*Simple Network Management Protocol version 3 (SNMPv3)* page 70
*Management Information Base (MIB)* page 72
In this chapter you are introduced to StadiumCompany, a sports facility management company that manages a stadium located outside of a major city. StadiumCompany needs to upgrade its existing computer network to provide state-of-the-art services. To do this, StadiumCompany management outlines a three-phase project. In the first phase, StadiumCompany is contracting with NetworkingCompany, a local Cisco business partner, to prepare a network design requirements document. In the second phase, the stadium management plans to issue a contract for the detail network design. After the design is completed, the final phase will be the installation and implementation of the network upgrade.

StadiumCompany is also in the process of negotiating a contract with FilmCompany, a film production company located in the nearby major city. FilmCompany will be responsible for producing, filming, and delivering high-quality video for download from the stadium website. StadiumCompany management is also requiring FilmCompany to produce live video displays during the sporting events and concerts held at the stadium.

Follow the progress of NetworkingCompany as it helps both StadiumCompany and FilmCompany plan and design their network upgrades.

The StadiumCompany story demonstrates concepts in the main text, media, and PacketTracer (PT) activities. The FilmCompany story provides context for the corresponding student practice in the hands-on labs.

As you job-shadow the NetworkingCompany team, you will learn the skills needed to plan and design the StadiumCompany network upgrades. Your new design skills enable you to support the NetworkingCompany team plan and design similar upgrades for the smaller FilmCompany network.

The design portfolio you create during this work assignment will enable you to develop and present your network upgrade proposal to the FilmCompany management team.

In general, the StadiumCompany design project is used in the main text, media, and PT activities. The FilmCompany design project is completed in the hands-on labs. The StadiumCompany story (see Appendix B) and the FilmCompany story (see Appendix C) are located in the appendixes and on the accompanying CD-ROM.

**Introducing Cisco Lifecycle Services**

The world of networking is evolving. Networking is no longer just about connecting computers. Networking has become intelligent and plays a vital role in helping to improve business performance. Businesses are eager to expand their networks. Taking advantage of advances in technology, companies can add new services and increase productivity.

Cisco Lifecycle Services is designed to support evolving networks. Cisco Lifecycle Services is a six-phase approach. Each phase defines the activities required to successfully deploy and operate Cisco technologies. It also details how to optimize performance throughout the lifecycle of a network.

The six phases of the Cisco Lifecycle Services are as follows:

- **The Prepare phase**: The Prepare phase involves establishing the organizational requirements, developing a network strategy, and proposing a high-level conceptual architecture identifying technologies that can best support the architecture. The Prepare phase can establish a financial justification for network strategy by assessing the business case for the proposed architecture.

- **The Plan phase**: The Plan phase involves identifying initial network requirements based on goals, facilities, user needs, and so on. This phase involves characterizing sites and assessing any existing networks. It also includes performing a gap analysis to determine whether the existing system infrastructure, sites, and operational environment are able to support the proposed system.
A project plan is useful to help manage the tasks, responsibilities, critical milestones, and resources required to implement changes to the network. The project plan should align with the scope, cost, and resource parameters established in the original business requirements.

- **The Design phase**: The initial requirements that were derived in the Plan phase drive the activities of the network design specialists. The network design specification is a comprehensive, detailed design that meets current business and technical requirements. It incorporates specifications to support **availability**, **reliability**, **security**, **scalability**, and **manageability**. The design specification is the basis for the implementation activities.

- **The Implement phase**: After the design has been approved, implementation (and verification) begins. The network is built, or additional components are incorporated, according to the design specifications. The goal is to integrate devices without disrupting the existing network or creating points of vulnerability.

- **The Operate phase**: Operation is the final test of the appropriateness of the design. The Operate phase involves maintaining network health through day-to-day operations, including maintaining high availability and reducing expenses. The fault detection, correction, and performance monitoring that occur in daily operations provide initial data for the Optimize phase.

- **The Optimize phase**: The Optimize phase involves proactive management of the network. The goal of proactive management is to identify and resolve issues before they affect the organization. Reactive fault detection and correction (troubleshooting) is needed when proactive management cannot predict and mitigate failures. In the PPDIOO process, the Optimize phase may prompt a recommendation for network redesign. Redesign may be necessary if too many network problems and errors arise, if performance does not meet expectations, or if new applications are identified to support organizational and technical requirements.

This process is often referred to as **PPDIOO**, based on the first letters of each of the six phases.

**Case Study: Sports Stadium Network**

The management organization of a stadium is working with the NetworkingCompany to renovate and update the stadium network. Over the years, the stadium network has grown. However, little thought was given to overall business goals and infrastructure design. Some new projects went forward. But the network administrators did not have a realistic understanding of the bandwidth, traffic prioritization, and other requirements needed to support such an advanced and business-critical network. The stadium management now wants to add new high-tech features, but the existing network is not capable of supporting them.

NetworkingCompany representatives meet with the stadium management to discuss the process they intend to use to design the new network. Although the Design phase is only one of the phases in the network lifecycle, all of the PPDIOO phases impact the design decisions.

In the Prepare and Plan phases, the network designer and stadium staff identify the business goals and technical requirements of the stadium organization as well as any design constraints. The requirements gathering that occurs during these phases influences the decisions made during the Design phase.

The Implement phase begins after the approval of the design. It includes the initial integration of the new design into the existing network.

During the Operate and Optimize phases, the stadium personnel analyze and monitor the network performance.
The Network Lifecycle Prepare Phase

During the Prepare phase, the stadium management and NetworkingCompany staff define the following business goals:

- Improve customer experience
- Reduce costs
- Add additional services
- Support company expansion

These goals provide a foundation for a business case. The business case is used to justify the financial investment required to implement the technology change. The company considers possible business constraints, including budget, personnel, company policies, and schedule limitations.

The five business case components are as follows:

1. **Purpose of the Project**
   - How the project meets company business goals
   - Main benefits and risks
   - Success measurements

2. **Cost/Benefit Analysis**
   - Options to meet business goals
   - Nonfinancial benefits

3. **Sourcing Options**
   - Sources required for services (outside vendors, network installation companies)
   - Purchasing procedures

4. **Budgeting**
   - Affordability and funding sources (internal and external) for whole project at once or over a period of time

5. **Project Management**
   - Project plan and roles
   - Timeline
   - Major risks and plan to minimize impact
   - Emergency plans if project not accomplished
   - Skills and personnel requirements

After the business case is accepted, the NetworkingCompany staff assists in the development of the high-level technology strategy and solution.

This strategy identifies the following:

- Advanced technologies that support the new network solution
- Current and planned network applications and services, and their priorities based on business goals
- People, processes, and tools required to support the operations and management of the technology solution
The Prepare phase is typically done before a company issues a Request For Proposal (RFP) or Request For Quote (RFQ). RFPs and RFQs describe the requirements for the new network. They include information about the process that the company uses to purchase and install networking technologies.

The Network Lifecycle Plan Phase

During the Plan phase, the network designer performs a comprehensive site and operations assessment. This assessment evaluates the current network, operations, and network management infrastructure.

The NetworkingCompany staff identifies all physical, environmental, and electrical modifications. They assess the ability of the current operations and network management infrastructure to support the new technology solution. All changes to infrastructure, personnel, processes, and tools must be completed before the implementation of the new technology solution. Sample assessment areas are as follows:

- **Environmental**
  - Potential electrical issues
  - Space issues in racks/wiring closets
  - UPS or backup power issues
  - AC issues with additional equipment
  - Adequate cabling infrastructure
- **Personnel**
  - Adequate number of staff for maintaining planned upgrade
  - Technical knowledge level of staff adequate or staff needs training

Custom applications that add to the feature and functionality requirements for the new network are also identified in this phase. The NetworkingCompany staff creates a document that contains all of the design requirements.

The Project Plan

In this phase, the NetworkingCompany staff and stadium management create a plan to help manage the project. The project plan includes the following:

- Tasks
- Timelines and critical milestones
- Risks and constraints
- Responsibilities
- Resources required

The plan needs to be within the scope, cost, and resource limits established in the original business goals. Both the stadium management and the NetworkingCompany assign individuals to manage the project.

Lab 2-1: Creating a Project Plan (2.1.3)

In this lab, you will identify the business goals and constraints for the FilmCompany. Refer to the hands-on lab in Part II of this Learning Guide. You may perform this lab now or wait until the end of the chapter.
The Network Lifecycle Design Phase

In the Design phase, the NetworkingCompany staff uses the initial requirements determined during the Plan phase to direct its work. Figure 2-1 shows the initial topology identified during the Plan phase.

Figure 2-1 Physical Connections

The design requirements document supports the specifications identified in the Prepare and Plan phases for the following:
- Availability
- Scalability
- Security
- Manageability

The design must be flexible enough to allow for changes or additions as new goals or needs emerge. The technology must be integrated into the current operations and network management infrastructure.
Planning the Installation
At the end of the Design phase, the network designer creates plans that guide the installation and ensure that the end result is what the customer requested. Plans include the following:
- Configuring and testing connectivity
- Implementing the proposed system
- Demonstrating the functionality of the network
- Migrating network applications
- Validating network operation
- Training end users and support personnel

During the Design phase of the stadium network upgrade, the design of the network is completed. Any new equipment and technologies are specified and tested. A review of the proposed design confirms that the business goals are met. A final proposal is generated to continue with the implementation of the network upgrade.

Interactive Activity 2-1: Identify the Aspects of the PPDIOO Network Lifecycle Phases (2.1.4)
In this interactive activity, you match the characteristics of the hierarchical model and the Cisco Enterprise Architecture to their correct location. Use file ia-214 on the CD-ROM that accompanies this book to perform this interactive activity.

The Network Lifecycle Implement Phase
The Implement phase begins after the NetworkingCompany completes the design and the customer approves it. The network is built according to the approved design specification. The Implement phase verifies the success or failure of the network design.

Testing the New Network
Testing all or part of a new network solution in a controlled environment helps to identify and resolve any implementation issues before the actual installation.

After the issues have been resolved, the NetworkingCompany staff installs the new solution and integrates it into the existing network. When the installation is complete, additional testing is done.

System-level acceptance testing checks that the new network meets the business goals and design requirements. The results of this test are recorded and become part of the documentation provided to the customer. Any training required for the stadium staff needs to be completed during this phase.

Interactive Activity 2-2: Matching Terms to Definitions (2.1.5)
In this interactive activity, you match the terms to the appropriate definition. Use file ia-215 on the CD-ROM that accompanies this book to perform this interactive activity.
The Network Lifecycle Operate Phase

The Operate and Optimize phases are ongoing. They represent the day-to-day operations of a network. The stadium staff monitors the network and establishes a network baseline through the use of software such as Cisco Internetwork Performance Monitor. This monitoring helps the company achieve maximum scalability, availability, security, and manageability.

After the new network is installed, stadium personnel manage the network to ensure that it is performing to the design specifications outlined in the Prepare and Plan phases.

Defining Policies and Procedures

Policies and procedures are needed to handle network issues, such as the following:

- Security incidents
- Configuration changes
- Equipment purchases

Updating these policies and procedures after an upgrade reduces downtime, operating costs, and change-related issues. If there are no policies and procedures in place, it is important to create them.

Lab 2-2: Observing Traffic Using Cisco Network Assistant (2.1.6)

In this lab, you will use Cisco Network Assistant to observe traffic. Refer to the hands-on lab in Part II of this Learning Guide. You may perform this lab now or wait until the end of the chapter.

The Network Lifecycle Optimize Phase

Optimizing the network is a continuous process. Its purpose is to improve network performance and reliability by identifying and resolving potential network problems before they happen. The Cisco Security Device Manager (SDM) is an example of one utility used for keeping the network optimized. Optimizing the network ensures that the business goals and requirements of the company are maintained.

Common network problems that could be discovered in the Optimize phase include the following:

- Feature incompatibilities
- Insufficient link capacity
- Device performance problems when multiple features are enabled
- Scalability of protocols

As business goals change, the technology strategy and operations may not adapt. At some point, a redesign may be required and the PPDIOO cycle starts again.

Interactive Activity 2-3: Match the Appropriate Action to the Lifecycle Phase (2.1.7)

In this interactive activity, you determine if an action is part of the Prepare, Plan, Design, Implement, Operate, or Optimize phase of the network lifecycle. Use file ia-217 on the CD-ROM that accompanies this book to perform this interactive activity.
Explaining the Sales Process

The documentation generated each time a project is designed must be complete and accurate. To this end, the network designer must understand the process from start to finish on how to create a response document and submit it for client approval. The response document begins with a customer’s RFP or RFQ.

Respond to a Customer Request for a Proposal or Quote

When a business or organization decides to upgrade or replace their existing network, they usually generate a Request for Proposal (RFP) or a Request for Quote (RFQ). In the PPDIOO model, this occurs at the end of the Prepare phase. RFPs and RFQs include specifications that define the format and content of the expected responses from the potential contractors. It is critical for contractors to follow the instructions contained within the document as accurately as possible. Not following the directions or missing sections of the request could mean that the project is awarded to another contractor.

In addition to the response format and content, RFPs and RFQs contain schedules that must be followed. The company that sent out the RFP may reject a late response.

Each section of the response document should be as detailed as possible. Unless otherwise indicated, the section numbers of the response document should correspond with the section numbers of the request. The response should be written with the target audience in mind. Technical terms and concepts need to be explained where necessary.

To ensure that the response document is easy to read, a table of contents is used to organize the material. An introductory letter is included to introduce the material.

Response Document

The response document comprises the following elements:

- **Cover Letter**: Document prepared on the company letterhead that includes the following:
  - All relevant contact information for the company, including the following:
    - Name of main contact person for the project and other appropriate staff
    - Phone numbers and fax numbers for company and personnel listed
  - A brief, concise summary of the proposed project

- **Executive Summary**: Section that includes the following:
  - Definition of the problem or requirements of the customer
  - Recommended solution and its value or benefit to the customer
  - Reason why your company is the right one to do the job

- **Proposed Solution**: Section that includes, but is not limited to, the following:
  - Detailed descriptions of solution
  - Project management team and timeline (with explicit tasks and dates if possible)
  - Cutover or turnover schedule
  - Onsite or remote support details relating to type of support and time period available
  - Warranty or defective parts information identifying the following:
    - What items are covered
Length of coverage
Procedure for repair or replacement
Timeline for response
Repair commitment for problems identified
- Description of what is considered a major or minor problem
- Emergency installations or responses if a disaster happens
- Responsibilities of company relating to any interaction required relating to ISP or service level agreement with the ISP
- Environmental or facility upgrade requirements and who is responsible
- Any terms and conditions for damage by company, equipment or personnel to customer’s site

**Proposed Cost:** Section with budget details that may include, but are not limited to, the following:
- Software and application components
- Hardware components and interfaces
- Licensing required
- Fees or permit costs
- Training charges
- Warranty, maintenance, and support costs
- Labor cost per hour or flat fees related to staff working on project
- Travel expenses if applicable
- Telecommunication service provider charges for changes and upgrades
- Specific tools or equipment required to complete the job
- Removal or disposal costs if applicable
- Costs related to equipment rental such as forklifts needed for implementation
- Electrician charges
- Methods of payments including leasing options if appropriate
- Final payment method after acceptance

**Signature Page:** Section of proposal that is signed by customer representative with authority to accept the project.

**Appendixes:** Section with additional information supporting proposal, which may include the following:
- Detailed lists of equipment and services
- Diagrams and forms related to equipment and services list
- Background company information, which may include items such as the following:
  - Size of the company as it relates to total number of employees and revenues earned
  - Services and products the company provides
Reference list of previous customers for projects similar to the current RFP

Brief biographies of employees that will be working on the project including their education and certifications

The insurance and liability coverage of the company relating to projects

Identification of outside vendors if the company plans to use subcontractors as part of the service and product structure

**Attend a Prebid Meeting**

Prior to the deadline for submitting RFP responses, the customer may schedule an informational meeting. This meeting may be referred to as a prebid meeting or presubmittal conference. The purpose of the meeting is to provide the following:

- An opportunity to review the project scope with the customer
- Additional information and documentation identified but not included in the original RFP
- Clarification of formatting and project timeline details not included in the original RFP

The meeting enables the contractor to get an estimate of the number of other companies that are interested in submitting a bid on the project. If a prebid meeting is not scheduled, the information or documentation can be requested by contacting the appropriate personnel identified in the RFP.

**Explain the Request for a Proposal**

Businesses usually send a copy of the RFP to contractors. Occasionally the RFPs may be posted on the business website. Responses to an RFP help the customer compare services, products, pricing, and support offered by the different contractors.

Typically an RFP for a network project includes the following:

- Business goals for the project
- Anticipated project scope
- Information on the existing network and applications
- Requirements for the new network
- Business, technical, or environmental constraints
- Preliminary schedule with milestones and deliverables
- Legal contractual terms and conditions

Figure 2-2 illustrates the formatting requirements for an RFP. When responding to an RFP, it is important that every item listed on the RFP is answered. The company that sent out the RFP may reject an incomplete proposal.
Explain the Request for Quote

Businesses use an RFQ instead of an RFP when the technical specifications of the project are already known. If a business has a skilled networking support staff, the staff can write an RFQ to obtain the costs for the necessary services and equipment. An RFQ is usually much simpler to respond to than an RFP, because the costs associated with an RFQ can easily be obtained or estimated.

An RFQ can vary in content but will generally have three main parts. Like an RFP, the RFQ response may have formatting requirements. Proposal deadlines may be strictly enforced.

The main parts of an RFQ are as follows:

- **Organizational Overview**: This section of an RFQ contains background information on the company issuing the RFQ. It provides some insight into what type of business the RFQ is for.

- **Required Deliverables**: This section of an RFQ describes what the end product of the project must be—for example, the company issuing the RFQ is looking for a company to install an 1841 router or similar device. The deliverables section would include the device type and the scripting that may be required (VLANs and so on).

- **Assumptions/Agreements**: This section describes the terms of the project, such as project budget, submission date, the types of support the company will provide to the contractor, the process used to approve services and materials, and so on. By submitting a response to an RFQ, the contractor or designer agrees to the terms in this section.

The same guidelines used to respond to an RFP should be followed when responding to an RFQ. Follow all directions precisely and submit the response before the deadline to ensure that it is considered.
Interactive Activity 2-4: Identify Sections and Components in an RFQ (2.2.4)

In this interactive activity, you drag the characteristics on the right to the matching part of an RFQ. Use file ia-224 on the CD-ROM that accompanies this book to perform this interactive activity.

Explain the Role of the Account Manager

When the NetworkingCompany receives the RFP from the StadiumCompany, the task of responding to it is assigned to an account manager. NetworkingCompany account managers are responsible for maintaining a continuing relationship between the company and its customers. This relationship begins when an account manager first contacts a potential customer. It continues throughout all phases of the PPDIOO network lifecycle. Business customers rely on the knowledge and expertise of their account manager to help them determine network requirements. Gaining and keeping a customer's trust is critical to an account manager's success. The account manager assigned to the stadium account is responsible for ensuring a good business relationship between the StadiumCompany and the NetworkingCompany.

Communications Channel

The account manager serves as the primary NetworkingCompany contact for stadium management personnel. A good account manager needs excellent interpersonal skills and a thorough knowledge of the customer's business. The account manager communicates with the stadium management through face-to-face meetings, phone calls, e-mail, or a combination of more than one method, depending on the customer's preferences.

Account Manager Responsibilities

In some companies, account managers are responsible for contacting all customers and potential customers within a geographic area or territory. Other companies assign account managers to accounts based on the customer's type of business. Although specific duties may vary from position to position, most account managers are responsible for the following:

■ Meeting their assigned sales and revenue goals
■ Communicating information about new products or technologies to customers and potential customers
■ Directing local sales, service, and support teams
■ Planning and budgeting for sales and support projects
■ Responding to customer requests for proposals, demonstrations, quotations, and information
■ Negotiating and maintaining sales or service contracts

At the NetworkingCompany, account managers are required to take sales and customer management training, in addition to demonstrating basic networking skills.

Explain the Role of the Presales Systems Engineer

The NetworkingCompany employs both presales and postsales technical staff to assist the account manager in providing support for their customers.

Presales systems engineers (sometimes called presales technical support engineers) help the account manager and the customer to determine the need for upgrades or additions to the customer's network. Account managers rely on the technical expertise of the presales systems engineers to ensure that any
new equipment and services are appropriate for the customer’s network needs. In the Plan and Design phases of the PPDIOO lifecycle, presales systems engineers provide assistance to determine the technical requirements and feasibility of proposed network changes. These engineers, as well as network technicians who work with them, are responsible for the following:

- Evaluating the customer’s current network
- Determining if a network upgrade or addition can meet the technical requirements
- Ensuring that the proposed changes can be integrated into the existing customer network
- Testing and evaluating proposed solutions

The presales systems engineer assists the network designer in identifying problems with the existing network or possible problems that changes to the network may cause. Early identification and problem resolution is pivotal to a successful network upgrade or installation. The presales systems engineer plays a vital role in creating an accurate response document to an RFP.

Training requirements for presales systems engineers include network design courses, as well as network technology courses. Many presales systems engineers are required to obtain network design certifications. An example of such certification is the Cisco Certified Design Associate (CCDA).

**Explain the Role of the Network Designer**

A network designer needs a thorough understanding of the capabilities of all types of networking technologies and equipment. These skills enable the designer to provide customers with a network design that meets the customer requirements for scalability, availability, security, and manageability. The designer is involved in the Plan and Design phases of the PPDIOO network lifecycle. In some smaller companies, a presales systems engineer may also perform the role of network designer. In larger companies, there may be a team of network designers working on a single project. In this course, a single network designer will be used.

A good network designer takes the time to learn about the customer’s business, in addition to the customer’s network requirements. This helps the designer anticipate changes that might occur as the business grows and succeeds. A designer is responsible for the following:

- Analyzing customer goals and constraints in order to determine the technical requirements for the new design
- Evaluating the current installed network
- Selecting the technologies and equipment capabilities to meet the defined network requirements
- Diagramming the placement and interconnection of various network devices and services
- Designing and supervising proof-of-concept testing
- Assisting the account manager in preparing presentations to the customer

At the NetworkingCompany, the design staff is made up of highly skilled network professionals. The network designer must stay up to date about technologies, as well as new design-recommended practices. The designer is required to obtain network design certifications, in addition to technical networking professional certifications.

The designer assigned to the stadium upgrade is a Cisco Certified Design Professional (CCDP). By obtaining this advanced certification, the designer has demonstrated the competencies necessary to design a complex network for the stadium company.
Explain the Role of the Postsales Field Engineer

During the Implementation, Operation, and Optimize phases of the PPDIOO network lifecycle, the postsales field engineer (sometimes called the postsales technical support engineer) takes over the technical support responsibility from the presales staff. It is usually a postsales field engineer who is responsible for the smooth installation of new network equipment. Postsales field engineers work with the customers to ensure that the network upgrade functions as designed.

Responsibilities of the postsales field engineer include the following:

- Provide installation assistance and acceptance testing.
- Support and organize troubleshooting of components or systems.
- Resolve technical problems the customer may encounter.
- Provide customer training and assistance with managing and configuring devices.

The postsales field engineer helps develop recommended changes to the network design throughout the PPDIOO lifecycle.

Training requirements for postsales field engineers include basic and advanced networking technology courses. Some technologies, like IP voice, require the postsales field engineer to take additional advanced training courses. A Cisco Certified Network Associate (CCNA) certification is considered a minimum requirement for most postsales field engineer positions.

Interactive Activity 2-5: Identify the Appropriate Activity Area (2.2.8)

In this interactive activity, you drag the appropriate position to match its activity. Use file ia-228 on the CD-ROM that accompanies this book to perform this interactive activity.

Preparing for the Design Process

The network designer must work effectively with the client to ensure the successful deployment of a proposed design. Interaction between designer and client is instrumental in creating a design that meets the needs of the client and users of the network. After the users are identified, the network designer can tailor the design to ensure that it meets the business goals of the organization as a whole.

Working with the Customer

In designing the new network for the stadium, the NetworkingCompany interacts with personnel from the stadium offices. When the network designer and staff meet with the stadium personnel, it is important that they behave in a professional manner.

The Importance of Interpersonal Skills

Good interpersonal skills are critical when interacting with customers. A calm and courteous manner instills confidence in customers. The customer believes that the NetworkingCompany designer and staff can perform the necessary tasks.
The following skills are essential when working with clients:

- Listening and accurately summarizing information
- Corresponding with clients in a style, format, and level of detail appropriate for the intended audience
- Presenting well-organized technical material in a logical fashion

The ability to develop a good rapport with a client is crucial. Establishing a trusted business relationship eliminates many potential problems and contributes enormously to the success of the project for both companies. The following is a checklist of good interpersonal skills:

- Positive attitude
- Good communication skills
- Courteous
- Flexible
- Trustworthy
- Teamwork-oriented
- Self-directed
- Disciplined
- Motivated

**Defining the Customer**

To create a comprehensive plan, the network designer needs to understand how the network users interact with the network resources and services. The designer gathers information about all internal and external access to the existing network infrastructure. Without full knowledge of who has access to the network, the designer may overlook some user requirements. As a result, the designer may present a design that is incomplete. Failure to submit an adequate design generates delays and increased costs.

**Identifying Relevant Information**

When gathering information on the infrastructure, the designer works with stadium personnel to identify all user groups. The customer’s organizational chart is one of many components the designer must acquire. It is important to look beyond the organizational chart to determine all the end users and stakeholders who access the customer network.

The stadium management identifies the following potential end users:

- Branch and field office staff
- Remote workers
- Sales and support personnel working offsite
- Vendors, suppliers, and partners
- Board members
- Consultants and contractors
- Customers
Adding User Access
The designer also needs to assess the impact of adding new user groups to the network. Some end-user groups that currently do not have network access may need access to new stadium network resources in the future. Figure 2-3 illustrates the different users that may need access to the stadium network.

The designer works with stadium management to identify the following:

■ New user groups
■ The type of access required
■ Where access is allowed
■ The overall impact on security

Including this information in the Plan and Prepare phases helps to ensure an accurate and successful new design.

Figure 2-3 Stadium Customers

Lab 2-3: Creating a Network Organization Structure (2.3.2)
In this lab, you will create a network organization structure of the FilmCompany. Include all stakeholders in the structure—internal network users, IT organizations, external customers, suppliers, and partners. Refer to the hands-on lab in Part II of this Learning Guide. You may perform this lab now or wait until the end of the chapter.

Identifying Business Goals and Priorities
The goal of every business is to be successful. Before beginning any network project, business managers analyze the feasibility of the project based on how it contributes to business success. They must consider the following:

■ **Profitability**: Can the project reduce costs or help the business avoid costs in the future?

■ **Business growth and market share**: Can the project help the business grow more efficiently or create competitive advantages?

■ **Customer satisfaction**: Can the project improve the customer experience and increase customer loyalty?
This feasibility analysis enables the business managers to put together a list of high-level goals for the network project. The network designer notes these goals and records any issues or concerns that are mentioned.

**Prioritizing Goals**

In consultation with the stadium management, the designer prioritizes the business goals. The priorities are based on which goals present the best opportunities to contribute to the success of the business. For example, the relative importance of each goal can be rated as a percentage of the overall total of 100.

After the NetworkingCompany obtains the list of the prioritized business goals as illustrated in Figure 2-4, the Plan phase begins.

Figure 2-4  Prioritizing Business Goals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prioritizing Business Goals</th>
<th>Priority</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Provide better atmosphere and safety for people attending events.</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduce costs by consolidating the separate voice, video and data networks.</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide better customer service by improving the access to the web site for viewing of schedules, purchasing and printing of tickets, and purchasing of merchandise.</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support the growth of the stadium company as it expands and adds new types of entertainment, new partners and vendors.</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Total                      | 100%     |

**Lab 2-4: Prioritizing Business Goals (2.3.3)**

In this lab, you will ensure that the information gathered is accurate and create a checklist of the business goals of the FilmCompany. Refer to the hands-on lab in Part II of this Learning Guide. You may perform this lab now or wait until the end of the chapter.

**Identifying Technical Requirements and Constraints**

Network designers prioritize the business goals of an organization in an effort to ensure success of the network they design. The next element of the network design includes the technical requirements and the constraints that may require a change in the design. The designer must be able to adapt the design in a manner that meets both the business goals and the technical requirements of the client.

**Defining Technical Requirements**

After obtaining the prioritized business goals, the network designer determines the network functionality needed to meet each goal. The designer lists the business goals that must be met by the new design and then decides what is required technically to implement each change. Figure 2-5 illustrates an example of common business goals.
A business goal that must be met by the new design:
Reduce costs by consolidating the separate voice, video, and data networks.

Changes in network functionality that are necessary for the business to meet the goal:
- Improve scalability
- Provide high availability and Quality of Service
- Increase security
- Simplify management

Technical requirements to implement each change:
- Create hierarchical network for scalability and reliability.
- Mark and classify traffic to provide QoS.
- Create redundant paths to ensure availability.
- Add stateful firewalls and intrusion prevention.
- Filter traffic at appropriate locations.
- Create a management network and install management software.

Determining the technical requirements enables the designer to establish the scope of the project. These requirements drive the selection of technologies, equipment, and management software.

Technical requirements include, but are not limited to, the following:
- Improving network scalability
- Increasing network availability and performance
- Enhancing network security
- Simplifying network management and support

The network designer maintains this list and can modify it if changes to the proposed design are identified during the design process.

The network designer works with the customer to create a prioritized list of technical requirements, such as the one for the Stadium case study diagrammed in Table 2-1. This project list defines the project scope.
Table 2-1  Stadium Technical Requirements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prioritizing Technical Requirements</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Priority</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Increase availability and performance</td>
<td>Support 24x7 network availability for web-enabled applications</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Support 24x7 network availability for security applications</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Support 24x7 network availability for the telephone system</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Improve transaction-processing time to less than 3 seconds</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Provide high-quality voice and streaming video</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Guarantee quality of service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve security</td>
<td>Improve security with the addition of filtering, firewalls, and IDS</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Centralize servers and management</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Provide wireless security</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve network scalability</td>
<td>Support 50% growth of the proposed network in number of users and sites within the next two years</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Support 75% growth of the proposed network in wireless coverage area</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Support 75% growth of the proposed network in e-commerce traffic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simplify network management</td>
<td>Maintain the new network with existing personnel</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Provide reporting and management tools</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This information provides direction for the following decisions:

- Selecting network equipment
- Choosing protocols
- Designing network services

When discussing technical requirements with the customer, the designer considers the technical level of the audience. The customer may not clearly understand technical terms and jargon. Such terms should either be avoided or tailored to the level of detail and complexity that the customer can understand.

The StadiumCompany case study (see Appendix B) contains a more detailed description of the technical requirements for the Stadium network design.

Lab 2-5: Establishing Technical Requirements (2.4.1)

In this lab, you will use the FilmCompany business goals to create and prioritize the technical requirements for the network. Refer to the hands-on lab in Part II of this Learning Guide. You may perform this lab now or wait until the end of the chapter.
Identifying Constraints

Every company wants to have the most advanced and efficient network available. In reality, various business constraints affect network design. Common constraints include the following:

- **Budget**: Limited resources may require some compromises in design due to the costs of equipment, software, or other components.
- **Company policies**: The design must take into account the customer’s existing policies regarding protocols, standards, vendors, and applications.
- **Scheduling**: The project time frame should be aligned with the customer schedules.
- **Personnel**: The availability of trained personnel at the implementation and operation phases might be a design consideration.

Constraints can and do affect network design and should be identified early in the PPDIOO lifecycle process. The relative importance of the constraints varies from project to project. Budget constraints are not always the main consideration for a large project.

For the stadium network project, the stadium management does not want the implementation to be scheduled during their sports season.

Lab 2-6: Identifying Organizational Constraints (2.4.2)

In this lab, you will identify the constraints for the FilmCompany network design. Refer to the hands-on lab in Part II of this Learning Guide. You may perform this lab now or wait until the end of the chapter.

Identifying Manageability Design Considerations

The creation of a network design requires that the network be manageable. The network designer must consider the business goals and technical requirements in the design of the network to ensure that it meets the client’s needs. Upon identification of these requirements, the designer must ensure that even with trade-offs, the network is easy to manage and maintain. The approach used is extremely important as maintenance and monitoring become a daily occurrence in a production environment.

Using the Top-Down or Bottom-Up Approach

There are two common approaches for network design:

- **Top-Down**: The top-down approach adapts the network infrastructure to the needs of the organization. Top-down design clarifies the design goals and initiates the design from the perspective of the required applications and network solutions, such as IP telephony, content networking, and video conferencing. The PPDIOO methodology uses the top-down approach.
- **Bottom-Up**: A common approach—but one that is not recommended—is the bottom-up design. In this approach, the network designer selects network devices and technologies based on previous experience rather than from an understanding of the organization. Because this approach does not include information on the business goals, the proposed network design may not be able to support the required applications.

Table 2-2 compares these two design approaches.
Table 2-2  Comparison of Two Design Approaches

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Top-Down Approach</th>
<th>Bottom-Up Approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Advantages</strong></td>
<td>Incorporates organizational</td>
<td>Allows a quick response to a design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>requirements</td>
<td>request</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gives the big picture to</td>
<td>Facilitates design based on previous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>organization and designer</td>
<td>experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disadvantages</strong></td>
<td>Requires more time up front before</td>
<td>Implements solution with little or no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>creating network design</td>
<td>notion of actual organizational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Is not an approach that is familiar</td>
<td>requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>to many network designers</td>
<td>May result in inappropriate network</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Monitoring Network Operations**

After implementation, it is important to ensure that the network design specifications are met. The stadium network personnel monitor and manage the performance of the network. Network management includes the following functions:

- Managing configuration changes to the network
- Identifying network faults
- Monitoring performance levels
- Providing security and accounting management for individual and group usage of the network

A typical network management architecture consists of the following elements:

- **Network Management System (NMS):** A system that uses an application to monitor and control managed network devices, such as CiscoWorks
- **Network Management Protocol:** A protocol that facilitates the exchange of information between network devices and the NMS, such as the Simple Network Management Protocol version 3 (SNMPv3)
- **Managed Devices:** Network devices that are managed by an NMS, such as a router or switch
- **Management Agents:** Software on managed devices that collect and store network management information
- **Management Information:** Data collected by the NMS

Figure 2-6 illustrates locations where network monitoring operations may occur.
CiscoWorks LAN Management Solution (LMS) (see Figure 2-7) is a suite of powerful management tools that simplify the configuration, administration, monitoring, and troubleshooting of Cisco networks. It integrates these capabilities into a best-in-class solution that provides the following benefits:

- Improves the accuracy and efficiency of the network operations staff
- Increases the overall availability of the network by simplifying configuration and quickly identifying and fixing network problems
- Maximizes network security through integration with access control services and audit of network-level changes
Lab 2-7: Monitoring Network Performance (2.5.2)

In this lab, you will use a software program to monitor network performance. Refer to the hands-on lab in Part II of this Learning Guide. You may perform this lab now or wait until the end of the chapter.

Using Tools for Network Monitoring

SNMP is the most common network management protocol to use. The protocol enables network administrators to gather data about the network and corresponding devices. SNMP management system software is available in tools such as CiscoWorks. SNMP management agent software is often embedded in operating systems on servers, routers, and switches.

As illustrated in Figure 2-8, SNMP has four main components:

- **Management station**: A computer, with the SNMP management application loaded, which is used by the administrator to monitor and configure the network.
- **Management agents**: Software installed on network devices managed by SNMP.
- **Management Information Base (MIB)**: A standardized database that a device keeps about itself concerning network performance parameters.
- **Network management protocol**: The communication protocol used between the management station and the management agents.
As part of a network management system, SNMP tools can respond to network errors or failures in several ways. Generally, when a network fault occurs, or when predefined thresholds are met, the SNMP tools can react by sending any of the following:

- An alert on the network
- A message to a pager
- An e-mail to an administrator

Because stadium management may want to offer service level agreements to their vendors, they need to purchase network management software.

**Lab 2-8: Investigating Network Monitoring Software (2.5.3)**

In this lab, you will investigate the capabilities and reports available in network monitoring software. Refer to the hands-on lab in Part II of this Learning Guide. You may perform this lab now or wait until the end of the chapter.
Summary

Cisco Lifecycle Services is a six-phase approach to deploying and operating Cisco technologies.

The six phases of the network lifecycle are as follows:

- Prepare
- Plan
- Design
- Implement
- Operate
- Optimize

In the Prepare phase, the business goals of the project are identified and a business case is created to justify the installation of the network upgrade.

During the Plan phase, the network designer performs a comprehensive site and operations assessment of the current network.

A project plan is created that includes the tasks, timelines, risks, responsibilities, and the resources required to complete the network design project.

In the Design phase, the designer creates a flexible design that can integrate new technologies into the current operations and existing network infrastructure.

During the Implement phase, the network is built according to the approved design specifications and tested to ensure that it meets the business goals and requirements.

The Operate and Optimize phases of the network lifecycle are ongoing and represent the day-to-day operations of the network.

Optimizing a network is a continuous process that identifies and resolves potential weaknesses before they become problems for network operations.

Requests for Proposal (RFP) and Requests for Quote (RFQ) solicit proposals from networking contractors to provide design services, equipment, installation, and support. RFPs and RFQs provide information as to a company’s business goals and requirements for new technologies and outline the process to follow to submit a proposal.

Following the required format and schedule is critical to submitting a successful proposal to provide network services.

A team of individuals from the networking contractor responds to the customer’s request. This team includes an account manager, system engineers, network designers, and postsale field engineers.

Account managers serve as the primary point of contact between their customers and the networking contractor.

Presales system engineers are responsible for assisting the account manager to determine the need for upgrades or additions to the current network. They assist the network designers to ensure that the new equipment and services can integrate into the existing network.

Network designers provide customers with a network design that meets the customer requirements for scalability, availability, security, and manageability.

Postsales field engineers are responsible for the smooth installation of the network upgrade and ensure that the network functions as designed.
All members of the networking contractor staff must demonstrate effective interpersonal skills to instill confidence in their abilities to provide the necessary network services.

Factors that limit the ability of the business to incorporate new technology include the amount of the budget, policies, schedules, and the availability of qualified personnel.

Constraints can and do affect the network design and need to be considered early in the design process. Top-down network design strategies have the best chance to succeed because the designers take into account the business goals of the customer before selecting technology solutions.

Bottom-up design strategies start with the selection of equipment and technologies, and then determine how to incorporate them into the network.

A primary technical requirement for any network is the availability of qualified support personnel. To simplify ongoing network operations, network monitoring and management software should be part of network design.

Interactive Activity 2-6: Business Goals/Constraints Practice Scenario (2.6.2)
In this critical thinking interactive activity, you will answer a series of questions about business goals and constraints based on the provided scenario. Use file ia-262 on the CD-ROM that accompanies this book to perform this interactive activity.

Chapter Activities and Labs Summary

Interactive Activities on the CD:
Activity 2-1: Identify the Aspects of the PPDIOO Network Lifecycle Phases (2.1.4)
Activity 2-2: Matching Terms to Definitions (2.1.5)
Activity 2-3: Match the Appropriate Action to the Lifecycle Phase (2.1.7)
Activity 2-4: Identify Sections and Components in an RFQ (2.2.4)
Activity 2-5: Identify the Appropriate Activity Area (2.2.8)
Activity 2-6: Business Goals/Constraints Practice Scenario (2.6.2)

Hands-on Labs in Part II of this book:
Lab 2-1: Creating a Project Plan (2.1.3)
Lab 2-2: Observing Traffic Using Cisco Network Assistant (2.1.6)
Lab 2-3: Creating a Network Organization Structure (2.3.2)
Lab 2-4: Prioritizing Business Goals (2.3.3)
Lab 2-5: Establishing Technical Requirements (2.4.1)
Lab 2-6: Identifying Organizational Constraints (2.4.2)
Lab 2-7: Monitoring Network Performance (2.5.2)
Lab 2-8: Investigating Network Monitoring Software (2.5.3)
Check Your Understanding

Complete all the review questions listed here to check your understanding of the topics and concepts in this chapter. Answers are listed in Appendix A, “Check Your Understanding and Challenge Questions Answer Key.”

1. Cisco Lifecycle Services consists of how many phases?
   A. 4
   B. 5
   C. 6
   D. 7

2. During what phase of the PPDIOO is the network built according to the design specifications?
   A. Prepare
   B. Plan
   C. Design
   D. Implement

3. During the Implement phase, what is the practice of verifying that a network meets the business goals and design requirements of a business called?
   A. System verification testing
   B. System-level acceptance testing
   C. Security system testing
   D. None of the above

4. When monitoring network performance over a certain period of time to create a point of reference for future network evaluations, you are creating what?
   A. Network baseline
   B. Network data path
   C. Network security policy
   D. Network operating procedure

5. What are common network problems that could be discovered in the Optimize phase? (Select all that apply.)
   A. Feature incompatibilities
   B. Insufficient link capacity
   C. Device performance problems
   D. Scalability of protocols

6. Which page of a response to an RFP includes insurance and liability coverage of the company that will be designing the network?
   A. Cover letter
   B. Executive summary
   C. Appendixes
   D. Proposed cost
7. What are the main parts to an RFQ?
A. Organizational overview
B. Required deliverables
C. Assumptions and agreements
D. All of the above

8. On a network design team, which member communicates with the customer through face-to-face meetings, phone calls, e-mail, or a combination of more than one method?
A. Presales systems engineer
B. Account manager
C. Network designer
D. Postsales field engineer

9. Business managers analyze the feasibility of a project based on how it contributes to business success. They do this by rating the business goals as what percentage of the overall total?
A. 100%
B. 80%
C. 75%
D. None of the above

10. What are examples of common constraints that affect network design?

Challenge Question and Activities

These questions are more challenging and require you to bring together knowledge from various parts of the chapter. Answer all questions in this part. Answers are listed in Appendix A.

The XYZ Insurance Company has 350 agent offices around the United States. Each agent office has a Frame Relay link to corporate headquarters. Because of corporate policy, the bandwidth of the agent links is determined by and paid for by the agents working in the offices. The agents use the network connection primarily to access various database systems at headquarters and also for e-mail and Internet access.

XYZ has budgeted $5 million to upgrade their outdated network infrastructure at headquarters to a fully redundant Gigabit and Fast Ethernet LAN. The management believes the upgrade will reduce long-term network costs and improve the scalability, availability, security, and manageability of the LAN infrastructure. The company is starting a recruiting effort that it hopes will result in the addition of 200 new agent offices in the next three years. The company needs higher capacity to meet the potential demand of the new agents. The project must be completed in three months because of the anticipated demands of a new e-commerce system, which will increase revenue, and a new customer service system, which will improve customer satisfaction.

The existing LAN equipment is from another vendor, although the WAN infrastructure is a complete Cisco solution. The company wants the LAN to be a complete Cisco solution as well, in part because they hope to save costs of operating the LAN with a single vendor solution. The company outsources its IT staff. The Cisco WAN is managed remotely. The IT staff who work onsite have limited training.
in Cisco networking. The company’s website is also outsourced. Even though the management is outsourced, the servers are located at headquarters and connect directly to the LAN because of XYZ company’s policy, which is that all company data must be physically stored in company facilities. The insurance database systems use Oracle on Unix servers with custom-developed client software. The e-mail system is based on Eudora e-mail client software.

1. Which business goals of XYZ Insurance apply to this network design project? (Choose two.)
   A. Increased customer satisfaction from the new customer service system
   B. Equipment vendor selection
   C. Increased performance from Gigabit Ethernet
   D. Increased scalability of database systems
   E. Reduced costs from managing the LAN

2. Which of the following items are business constraints imposed by the XYZ Insurance company on this new network design project? (Choose two.)
   A. A high-performance LAN
   B. Existing non-Cisco LAN
   C. Outsourced IT staff
   D. The Eudora e-mail system
   E. $5 million budget

3. Which of the following are technical requirements of XYZ Insurance with regards to this network design project? (Choose two.)
   A. Increased usage of the Oracle databases
   B. Increased availability and performance of the new network
   C. A simplified, manageable network design
   D. Increased profitability due to reduced costs
   E. Increased customer satisfaction

4. Which constraint imposed by XYZ Insurance on this network design project affects the ability of the design to meet the technical requirements?
   A. Reliability of the Eudora e-mail system
   B. $5 million budget
   C. Experience of the IT staff
   D. Three months completion date
   E. Transition from outdated infrastructure to Gigabit Ethernet
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